Pole Concealments

Would a concealment pole allow you to place transmission equipment in a high profile area of your community and will it prevent opposition that delays target on-air dates?

Whether you add transmission equipment in highly populated or unpopulated areas, a pole style concealment may be just the ticket to get you up and running quickly.

From natural appearing pines to stately flagpoles and multi-tasking stadium lights … a concealment pole can blend quietly into its surroundings or add a focal point to your chosen site.

Already have a concealment pole and considering adding new LTE equipment? Raycap | STEALTH® has an expansion system available that allows for upgrades to your site as well as a variety of radome styles and designs from which to choose.

You may think a pole is just a pole, but that’s not true!

Our concealment poles are custom-made to satisfy the needs of all involved.

Due to their simple appearance, concealment poles are thought to be the least expensive concealment option. Sometimes this is true, but it’s not always the case. With serviceability costs driven by height and location, it’s important to evaluate potential post-installation costs. Your long-term site goals and budget will help you to determine if the advantages of a concealment pole’s completion speed and minimalist structure outweigh other concealment options with built-in flexibility and greater accessibility.

Raycap | STEALTH’s concealment poles are designed for co-location and the addition of future carriers.